 
  
In memory of our beloved colleague and friend, William Ellis, M.D., F.A.C.S
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 Learn More About Dr. Ellis
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The Most Trusted Name for Your EYES
Ellis Eye & Laser Medical Center
Trust Ellis Eye to give you EXCEPTIONAL VISION, outstanding value and personalized care
Tracy - El Cerrito - Gilroy
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The Most Trusted Name for Your EYES
Ellis Eye & Laser Medical Center
El Cerrito Tracy Gilroy

 LASIK 
Eye Surgery
  Why Choose
 Ellis Eye
  Dry Eyes
  Reading Vision
 
LASIK Eye Surgery

Ellis Eye is proud to offer the latest LASIK eye surgery procedures to our patients in the San Francisco area. Our eye doctors will work with you to develop a strong understanding of your specific laser eye surgery needs and offer the best solution for your eyes.
 
Our ophthalmologists specialize in a number of vision correction procedures, including LASIK, PRK, Epi-LASIK and many others. We are constantly reviewing patient experience to ensure a comfortable and effective result with any of the refractive surgery procedures we practice. Enjoy your life free from eyeglasses or contact lenses today by scheduling a free LASIK consultation with the staff at Ellis Eye today.
 learn more about LASIK
 

why choose
ELLIS EYE & LASER MEDICAL CENTER
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Ellis Eye & Laser Medical Centerâ€™s four Northern California locations including the Bay Area and Sacramento are conveniently located and provide quality, caring refractive eye services to patients desiring to free themselves from glasses and contact lenses.
 
Whether you require LASIK for myopia, astigmatism, hyperopia, or refractive lens exchange, Ellis Eye can help to restore your vision in a caring and positive environment.
 
At Ellis Eye and Laser Medical Centers, we offer the highest quality of surgery, technology, and service in the field of vision correction. You will experience excellent care if you are seeking laser vision correction.
 click here for an appointment
 

Dry Eyes


Many Americans suffer from un-treated dry eyes and chronic dry eye syndrome. The eye doctors at Ellis Eye have extensive experience diagnosing and treating varying degrees of dry eyes, providing the latest and most effective treatments available. These treatments range from simple at-home solutions to in-office Lipiflow and LipiScan technology.
 
Learn more about dry eye syndrome and the best solutions for you from the ophthalmologists at Ellis Eye. We proudly provide a wide variety of eye care and ophthalmology services to our patients throughout the San Francisco area.
 Learn more about Dry Eyes
 

Reading Vision


Many people begin finding it harder to read when they reach their forties. With age, the lens of the eye loses its flexibility.
 
It becomes more challenging for the lens to change shape and see things that are up close when the lens has less flexibility. This results in needing reading glasses or bifocals to see at near distances.
 
This is commonly referred to as presbyopia. The only way to treat presbyopia used to be by using reading glasses.
 
Now, Ellis Eye & Laser Medical Center is proud to offer NearVision CK, a promising solution for presbyopia using radiofrequency waves instead of lasers to reshape the contours of your eye.
 
NearVision CK treats hyperopia or presbyopia by changing how the cornea directs light to the rest of your eye. This quick and painless procedure takes less than 5 minutes, with some patients reporting immediate positive results.
 
You may experience mild discomfort following the procedure, but this should go away on its own. It may take a few weeks before your eyes reach their final level of vision correction.
 Learn more about NearVision CK
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 special offers
 



special offers
in the San Francisco area
We aim to break down any cost issues that our patients may have if they are considering LASIK eye surgery. Our LASIK center goes way beyond what other centers do to help our patients overcome this affordability issue. If cost is something that has been holding you back from vision correction you should really contact us as soon as possible to set up a consultation. Ellis Eye offers 0% financing, on approved credit with low fixed monthly payments, no down payment and no pre-payment penalty.
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 learn more about our special offers
 



LASIK San Francisco
LASIK Financing
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For vision procedures, CareCredit offers:
Low minimum monthly payments
No up-front costs or pre-payment penalties
 
CareCredit healthcare credit card for better vision There is an easier way to pay for your vision care including LASIK. We're pleased to accept the CareCredit credit card, North America's leading patient healthcare financing program. CareCredit lets you begin your procedure immediately â€” then pay for it over time with monthly payments that fit easily into your monthly budget. Whether you're considering LASIK, need cataract surgery, or it's simply time for new glasses or contacts, CareCredit can help you see clearer, sooner.

 learn more about lasik financing
 




Our Locations


El Cerrito Office
6500 Fairmount Ave, Suite #2 
El Cerrito, CA 94530 
(510) 525-2600


Gilroy Office
9360 No Name Uno, Suite 210 
Gilroy, CA 95020 
(510) 525-2600


Tracy Office
569 West Lowell Ave. 
Tracy, Ca 95376 
(510) 525-2600
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All Rights Reserved. ©   Designed by Glacial Multimedia, Inc. © 
 
*This site does not provide medical advice. While the information found on this website is generally true, specific conditions as they may relate to you may be different including the diagnosis and potential treatments. The information on this website should not be considered a substitute for a comprehensive evaluation, diagnosis or treatment from a qualified eye care professional. Always seek the advice of your qualified health care provider with any questions you may have regarding a medical concern or condition. Unsolicited emails and messages may not be answered.
 ACA Section 1557 Privacy Policy Accessibility Statement
If you are using a screen reader and are having problems using this website, please call 1-510-525-2600


      
                 
